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A matrix of the form A =(F) is called a layered mixed matrix (or an LM-matrix) if the 
nonzero entries of Tare algebraically independent over the field to which the entries of Q belong. 
The rank of an LM-matrix is known to be characterized by a submodular function, say p, defined 
on the column set C. This functionp has played a central role in establishing the block-triangular 
canonical form, called the CCF, of an LM-matrix. In this paper, the principal structure of the 
submodular system (C,p), in the sense of Fujishige, is characterized in terms of the block- 
triangularization of the submatrices of A: The principal structure of (C,p) is the coarsest 
decomposition of C which is finer than all the decompositions of C induced by the CCF of the 
submatrix consisting of a base of the row vectors of A. Its significance to the structural analysis 
of systems of equations is also discussed. 
Keywords. Layered mixed matrix, combinatorial canonical form (CCF), Dulmage-Mendelsohn 
decomposition, submodular system, principal structure. 
1. Introduction 
An m x n matrix A of the form A = ($) is called a layered mixed matrix (or an 
LM-matrix) if the nonzero entries of Tare algebraically independent over the field 
to which the entries of Q belong (see Section 2.2 for the details). The notion of 
LM-matrix has turned out to be useful in the structural analysis of discrete systems 
(see, e.g., M). 
It has been shown in [S] that the rank of an LM-matrix is characterized by a 
submodular function, sayp, defined on the column set C and furthermore that there 
exists a unique finest block-triangular form, called the combinatorial canonical 
form (or CCF for short), for an LM-matrix. The CCF has been found with the aid 
of the Jordan-Holder type decomposition principle for a submodular function 
established in [3] (see Section 4). 
Another decomposition principle, named the principal structure of a submodular 
system, is proposed by [2] (see Section 2.1). In spite of, or because of, its simplicity 
and elegance, not much seems to have been made clear about the significance of the 
principal structure of concrete submodular systems appearing in applications. This 
paper is to give a characterization of the principal structure of the submodular 
system (C, pR) associated with an LM-matrix A in terms of the block-triangulari- 
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zation of the submatrices of A. To be specific, it is proved that the principal 
structure of (C,p,) is the coarsest decomposition of C which is finer than all the 
decompositions of C induced by the CCF of an TX n submatrix of rank I-, where r 
denotes the rank of A. 
This characterization supplies concrete meanings for the principal structure of 
(C, pR). Consider, for example, a parametrized family of m x n matrices A of 
column-full rank, and suppose we want to find a basis of the null space of each 
matrix A. One of the standard ways to compute a null space basis is to choose a 
nonsingular n x n submatrix B, express A as A = (g), and compute NB- ’ ; the row 
vectors of (- NB- ’ I) constitute a null space basis. Since the amount of numerical 
computation of this procedure is dominated by that for NB-‘, it is desirable to 
choose B such that B can be decomposed into a block-triangular form with diagonal 
blocks of small sizes. To deal with a parametrized family it is convenient to regard 
A as an LM-matrix and consider the block-triangularization of B by means of 
its CCF (see [S] for detail). In this context, the result of this paper says that the 
principal structure of (C, pR) associated with A is characterized as the best possible 
bound on how fine a block-triangular decomposition of B we can hope for. 
Section 2 affords the preliminaries on the principal structure of submodular 
systems and the CCF of an LM-matrix. Sections 3 and 4 contain the main theorem 
and its proof, and Section 5 discusses the practical significance of the obtained result 
to the structural analysis of systems of equations. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Principal structure of a submodular system [2] 
Let f : 2’+Z be a submodular function on a finite set C: 
f(XU Y)+f(Xfl Y)lf(X)+f(Y), x, YL c. 
For jEC, 
(2.1) 
L(f;j)={XcCljEX,f(X)sf(Y), VYs.t. jEYcC} (2.2) 
constitutes a sublattice of 2’. We denote by Dcf; j) the minimum element of 
Uf ;j). 
Since 
iED(f;j) H Ddf;i)rD(f;j), (2.3) 
the relation 1. on C defined by 
ilj W iEDcf;j) (2.4) 
is reflexive and transitive, and therefore it determines a partition of C into partially 
ordered blocks, say 
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{G, . . . . Q, (2.5) 
where Ck#O (k= 1, . . . . q) and Uz=, &=C. To be more precise, ieC and jeC 
belong to the same block iff i 5 j and j I i; and Ck I C, iff i I j for i E ck and j E C,. 
The partition (2.9, together with the partial order I, is called the principal 
structure of a submodular system (C,f), and will be denoted as 99’(C,f) = 
({C 1, . . ..Cq}. I). 
We mention here that the partition of C produced by the principal structure is 
finer than that obtained by the Jordan-Holder type theorem ([3], also see (4.8) of 
Section 4. l), another decomposition principle associated with a submodular 
function. 
2.2. Layered mixed matrix and the combinatorial canonical form [5,8] 
Let K be a subfield of a field F. A matrix A is called a layered mixed matrix (or 
an LM-matrix) with respect to K if it takes the following form (possibly after a 
permutation of rows): 
A= Q 0 T ’ (2.6) 
where (i) Q = (Qjj) is a matrix over K, and (ii) T= (Tin) is a matrix over F such that 
the set of its nonzero entries is (collectively) algebraically independent over K. 
With an LM-matrix A of (2.6) is associated a bisubmodular function p as follows. 
Set Row(Q) = RQ, Row(T) = R, and Row(A) = R; R = RQU R,. The column sets of 
A, Q and T, being identified with one another, are denoted by C, i.e., Cal(A)= 
Cal(Q) = Cal(T) = C. (For a matrix A4 in general, we denote the row set and the 
column set of M by Row(M) and Co/(M), respectively, and the submatrix with row 
set Z and column set J by M[Z, Z].) Put 
e(Z, Z) = rank Q[Z, J], Zc_ RQ, Jc C, 
T(Z,J)= IJ {ieZIT;j#O}, ZcR,, JcC, 
jEJ 
Y(L J)= IW, .J)I, IcR,, Jc C, 
p(Z, J)=e(ZnRQ, J)+y(ZnR,, J)-IJI, Zc_R, JcC. 
The function p : 2R x 2’+Y? is bisubmodular: 
p(Z,UZz, J,nJ,)+p(Z,nZ,, J,UJ,)sp(Z,, J,)+p(Zz, Jd, 
ZicRy JirC (i=1,2). 
Define pr : 2C+L by 
P,(J) =~(l, J), Jc C 
and put 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
L@,)= {Jc Clp(Z, J)sp(Z, J’), VJ’c C}, Zc R. (2.13) 
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The following identity is fundamental, being an extension of the well-known 
min-max characterization of the term rank of a matrix or the maximum matching 
in a bipartite graph, which is ascribed to D. K&rig, P. Hall, R. Rado, 0. Ore and 
others. 
Lemma 2.1 [5, 81. For an LM-matrix A, 
By an admissible transformation for an LM-matrix A of (2.6) we mean a trans- 
formation of the form: 
(2.14) 
where S is a nonsingular matrix over the subfield K, and P, and P, are permutation 
matrices. The admissible transformation brings an LM-matrix into another LM- 
matrix and two LM-matrices are said to be L&I-equivalent iff they are connected 
by an admissible transformation. There exists a finest block-triangular matrix, 
called the combinatorial canonical form (or CCF for short), among the matrices 
which are LM-equivalent to each other (cf. Lemma 2.2 below). Since the trans- 
formation (2.14) is more general than mere permutations of rows and columns, the 
CCF is a generalization of the canonical decomposition due to [l] of a bipartite 
graph. 
Let A be the CCF of A. Row(A) and Co/(A) are partitioned respectively as 
{Ro; RI, ...v Rr; R,}, (2.15a) 
{C,; Cl, . . ..C.; C,}, (2.15b) 
where 
R,nR,=O if k#l, {k,l) C (0, l,..., r,a}, 
C,fIC,=0 if k#l, {k,I)c{O,l,..., r,a}, 
and 
R,+O, C,+0 for k= 1, . . ..r 
(R,, R,, C,, and C, can be empty). 
The CCF of A has been obtained with the aid of the Jordan-Holder type theorem 
applied to the submodular function PR (see Section 4.1 for detail). Accordingly, a 
partial order, denoted as 5, is induced among the blocks of (2.15b) from the lattice 
L@&. (Here we assume the blocks are indexed so that C, 5 C, implies k< 1 (15 k, 
14 r); C, < C, will mean that C, 5 C,, C, # C,, and C, < . C, will mean that C, < C, 
and there does not exist C, such that C, < C, < C,.) 
Lemma 2.2 [5, 81. The CCF A of an LM-matrix A has the following properties. 
(1) A is block-triangularized with respect to the partitions (2.15), i.e., 
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A[R,,C,]=O if O~l<k~oo. 
Moreover, the partial order on {Ckl k= 1, . . . . r} induced by the zero/nonzero 
structure of A agrees with the partial order 5 defined by the lattice L(ps); i.e., 
A[R,, C,] = 0 unless C, 5 C, (15 k, 15 r); 
AIRk,C,]#O if C,< .C, (lsk, Ilr). 
(2) 
IRO < ICI if Co+& 
IRkl=lC,l (>O) fork=l,...,r, 
IRml>lC,I UC,+@. 
(3) 
rankA[R,, Co] = IR,J, 
rankAIRk,Ck]=IRkI=ICkl fork=l,...,r, 
rankA[R,, C,] = IC,l. 
(4) A is a block-triangular matrix with thefinest partition of blocks (and with the 
weakest partial order among the blocks) among those matrices which satisfy (2) and 
(3) and are LA&equivalent to A. 
The submatrices A[R,, Co] and A[R,, C,] are called the horizontal tail and the 
vertical taif, respectively. See [6, 71 for other properties of an LM-matrix. 
Example 2.3. Consider a 5 x 3 LM-matrix with respect to K= Q: 
- ‘1’ c2 c3 2 1 rl 
r2 1 1 -1 
A =r3 0 t1 t2 
r4 0 t3 f4 
r5 c h t6 o 
where C= {c,, c2, cs}, R = {rl, r,, r3, r,, rs} and ti (i = 1, .,. ,6) are indeterminates. 
The whole matrix A is the vertical tail in the CCF. 
Next consider the submatrix A[{r,, r,, r,}, C]. By subtracting row rl from row r2, 
we obtain its CCF: 
Cl c2 c3 
f-1 
I 
1 2 1 
r, 0 -1 -2 , 
r3 0 t1 t2 I 
which has the partition { { cr }, { c2, c3 > } with partial order { cr } < {c2, c3}. 
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3. The principal structure of layered mixed matrices 
Let A be an LM-matrix of (2.6), with which the bisubmodular function 
p : 2R x 2’-ti? of (2.10) is associated. As will be described in Section 4.2, the CCF 
of A has been obtained from the Jordan-H6lder type theorem applied to pR = 
p(R, .) : 2’+Z, and in this way, the CCF has revealed the practical significance of 
the partition of C produced by the lattice L(pR). 
As mentioned in Section 2.1, on the other hand, the principal structure 
9Y(C, PR) of the submodular SyStem (C, pR) yields a finer partition of C than the 
lattice L@R). We shall call pps= S9’(C,p,) the principal structure of an LM- 
matrix A. The main theorem below will reveal the practical significance of the 
principal structure of A in terms of the CCF of the submatrices of A. 
Let us denote by Z7(C) = ((n, <)} the collection of the pairs of a partition TC of 
C (consisting of nonempty blocks) and a partial order I defined among the blocks 
of n. We have 99’(C, PR) E ZZ(C) for instance. (It should be clear that a member 
of ZZ(C) can be identified with a reflexive and transitive binary relation on C.) 
A partial order, denoted also as I, can be introduced on ZZ(C) with respect to 
refinement relation by defining 
9,192, giEZ7(C) (i= 1,2) (3.1) 
iff g1 = ({ Cy)}, I 1), Y2 = ({C,‘“‘}, I 2) and (i) { Cf’} is a refinement of {Cj2’} as a 
partition and (ii) CF’ c Cf’ (i = 1,2) and Gil’ I 1 CL:’ implies Ciy’ 5 ,Cjf).It is easy to 
see that the partial& ordkred set (ZZ(C), I) thus defined forms a lattice; the meet 
and the join will be denoted by A and V, respectively: Y1 A g2 5 9, 5 Y1 V P2. 
For Zc R, consider the submatrix A[Z, C], which is also an LM-matrix. The par- 
tition of C in the CCF of A[Z, C], as well as the partial order among the blocks, will 
be denoted by YCCF(Z) E 17(C). (Here the empty blocks are discarded by conven- 
tion.) Put 
93={Z~RIrankA=rankA[Z,C]=lZ~}. (3.2) 
That is, ZE 53’ iff Z corresponds to a basis of the row vectors of A. 
The main result of this paper is the following, where /\ designates the meet 
operation in the lattice ZZ(C). 
Theorem 3.1. For an LA4matrix A, 
yPS= /\ gCCF(zh 
IE .B 
(3.3) 
where gps is the principal structure of A, and 9 CCF(Z) the partition of C deter- 
mined by the CCF of A[Z, C]. 
This theorem states to the effect that the partition gps= 9Y(C, PR) of C 
produced by the principal structure of submodular system (C,p,) is characterized 
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as the coarsest partition of C that is finer than all the partitions of C induced by 
the CCF of the submatrices A [Z, C] corresponding to the bases of the row vectors 
ofA. 
In the particular case where RQ=O, that is, where all the nonzero entries of A 
are algebraically independent, the admissible transformation (2.14) reduces to the 
permutations of rows and columns, and the CCF is then nothing but the Dulmage- 
Mendelsohn decomposition due to [l]. The essential content of (3.3) in this parti- 
cular case has been obtained by [4], though no mention is made there to the notion 
of the principal structure of a submodular system. 
The proof is given in Section 4 and the practical implications of our result are 
discussed in Section 5. 
Example 3.2. Recall the LM-matrix of Example 2.3. We have seen there that 
9,&Z) is given by {ct > < {c2, cs} for Z= {r,, r2, r3}. 
As easily verified, WccF(Z) for ZE 55’ = {ZIZCR, jZ/ = 3) is given as follows: it is 
given by {cs} <{c1,c2} if Z={r,,r2,r5}, by {c1,c2,c3) if Z={rj,rj,~s} (i=1,2; 
j=3,4), and by {ct} < { c,, c3} otherwise. The right-hand side of (3.3) is then equal 
to the partition {{ct}, {c2}, {cs}} with partial order {cl} < (c,}, {c3) < {c2}, 
On the other hand, we have D(pR, cl) = {cl }, D(p,, c2) = C, D(pR, c,) = (cg} since 
Z%(B)=O, Z%(]cr])=l, PR({~z))=~, PR({$))=~Y PR({CbCZI)=3, PR({CI,C31)=3, 
pR({c2,c3})=3, pR(C)=2. From this we see that Bps agrees with the right-hand 
side of (3.3) obtained above. Note also that 9,, f 9ccF(Z) for any ZE 59. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
Before entering into the proof of the theorem, we briefly review the Jordan- 
Holder type theorem for submodular functions and the construction of the CCF of 
an LM-matrix based on it. 
4. I. Jordan-H6lder type theorem 
Let f: 2=+Z be a submodular function on a finite set C. The family of the 
minimizers off: 
LCf)={~~C~f(X)~f(Y), VYGC} (4.1) 
constitutes a sublattice of 2’. Put C, = min Lcf) and C, = C- max Z(j). 
A maximal chain in L(f): 
x,(=c~)cx,cx~c~“cxr(=c-c~) 
determines a partition of C- (C, U C,): 
{C,, . . . . CT}, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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where C, =X, -X,- , (k = 1, . . . , r), and hence a partition of C: 
{Co; Ct, . . . . C,; C,}, (4.4) 
where CO and/or C, may be empty. The partition of C thus constructed is uniquely 
determined independently of the choice of the chain (4.2). Furthermore a partial 
order I is defined among the blocks of (4.3) by 
C, I C, # (VXC_ C)[C,c XEL(f) implies C,r X]. (4.5) 
The partial order is extended to (4.4) if we define 
CO I C, (Vk) tf C,,#0, C, 5 C, (Vk) if C, #0. 
We denote by #Z(C, f) = ({C,}, I) EZ~(C) the partition of C obtained in this 
way, where the empty blocks, if any, are deleted from (4.4). 
With respect to a maximal chain (4.2), fis decomposed into minors, each defined 
on a block of (4.4), as follows: 
&f&3,(X) =f(X), Xc Co; 
(4.6) 
The Jordan-Holder type theorem states that the family of the minors constructed 
in this way with reference to a particular maximal chain (4.2) is uniquely determined 
independently of the chain. See [3] for the details. 
We note here a general relation between #%(C, f) and YY(C,f). Since 
oCf;j)=n{XIjEXELdf)), jEC-CC,, (4.7) 
{C&= 1, . ..) r} in (4.4) is a subfamily of (2.5); CO is also a member of (2.5) so 
long as C,, ~0. This implies that C,, if not empty, can be expressed as the union 
of a subfamily of (2.5). Hence we may regard (2.5) as a refinement of (4.4) if we 
ignore the empty blocks (CO and/or C,) appearing in (4.4). That is, 
@Y(C, f) I SZ(C, f) 
in the notation of (3.1). Note also that 
8g(C, f) = #&(C, f) if C, = 0. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
4.2. Construction of the CCF of an LM-matrix 
Let A be an LM-matrix of (2.6). Since pR: 2’+Z is submodular, the lattice 
L(pR) c 2’ of its minimizers determines a partition (4.4) of C with a partial order 
according to the principle of Section 4.1. From this partition we construct the CCF 
A as follows. 
For the T-part we define the partition of Rr: 
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{RTo; RTI, aa-3 RT~; RT~} 
RTO = r(R, Co>, 
(4.10) 
k-1 
RTk=r(R,Ck)- ,‘I, RTI, k=l,...,r, (4.11) 
RTCO =R- lj RT,. 
I=0 
With respect to the partitions (4.10) and (4.4) of RT=Row(T) and C=CoZ(T), T 
is block-triangularized by construction. 
As for the Q-part, we can construct a matrix Q = SQ (S: nonsingular matrix over 
K) from Q by the usual row-wise eliminations such that (2 is block-triangularized 
with respect to the partition (4.4) of C and a partition 
{RQo; RQI,=**> RQr; Rem> (4.12) 
of Row(Q), and that rank Q[Rpk, Ck] = jRekl for k=O, 1, . . . . r. We may further 
assume that if Q[RQk, C,] # 0, then its row vectors are linearly independent of 
those of QIRQI, C,], where Osk, 1103. 
Finally, we define A to be a matrix of the form (2.6) consisting of (2 and T, and 
put Z?, = RQk U RTk (k = 0, 1, . . . , r, m), which give the partition 
{R,; R,, . . . . R,; R-1 (4.13) 
of Row(A) = Row(Q)URow(T). By construction A is LM-equivalent to A and 
block-triangularized with respect to the partition (4.13) of Row(A) and the partition 
(4.4) of CoZ(&. It can be shown (see [5, 81) that A has the properties stated in 
Lemma 2.2. 
4.3. The proof of Theorem 3.1 
Consider a submatrix A[Z, C] for ZE %?. By construction of CCF described in 
Section 4.2, we see Beer(Z) = @%‘(C, p,). We also have slP(C, p,) = S&?(C, pr) by 
(4.9), since the matrix A [Z, C], ZE %, is of row-full rank, having empty vertical tail. 
It follows therefore that 
PC&Z) = YY(C, PI). 
Hence Theorem 3.1 follows from 
YY(C, PR) = A PY(C, PI), 
IEd 
(4.14) 
which in turn is implied by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let jrs C, and pI be defined by (2.12) for an LM-matrix A. 
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(1) lXpR;.i) c D@I; j), VIC R. 
(2) WR;_i) =Do7r;.i), 316 3, 
where such subset I depends on j and it is not possible in general to find a single 
subset I which satisfies D(pR; j) = D(p,; j) for all j. 
Proof. Fix j E C and put D, = D(pR; j) for notational simplicity. 
(1) For Ic R, put D1= D@,; j). To establish DR c D1 it suffices to show 
PR(DR) zPR(DRnD,), (4.15) 
since (4.15) implies DR fl D+L&; j), from which follows DR =DRnD, by the 
minimality of DR. 
By the bisubmodularity (2.11) of p, we have 
i.e., 
PR(DR)-PR(DR~DI)~PI(DRUDI)-P~(DI). (4.16) 
The right-hand side of (4.16) is nonnegative since j E DRU D1 and D1~ L@,; j). 
Hence we have (4.15). 
(2) Recall that R =RQUR,, where RQ= Row(Q) and R,= Row(T). We put C’= 
C-D, and rT=r(RT, DR), where r is defined by (2.8). 
(i) First choose II G Rp such that 
rank Q[Rp DR] = rank Q[Ii, DR] = 1 I, 1. (4.17) 
The row vectors of Q[Re - I,, DR] can be expressed as linear combinations of those 
of Q[I1, DRI, i.e., 
QIRQ-II, DRI =SQ[Il, DRI 
for some matrix S over K. If we put 
I1 RQ-Il 
Q= (4.18) 
we have 
Q[RQ-I,, DR] = 0. (4.19) 
Furthermore, put 
A= Q 0 T ’ (4.20) 
which is an LM-matrix. If we denote by ~3 the bisubmodular function associated 
with A as (2.10), we have 
p(I,J)=p(Z,J), Z1cZcR, JcC. (4.21) 
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(ii) Next choose Z2 G Z,r R, such that 
rankA[R, DR] =rankA[Z, UZ,, DR] = lZ1l + IZ,i. 
This is equivalent, by (4.18), to 
rank~[R,D,]=rank~[Z,UZ2,DR]=~ZtI+/Z2~. 
Then A looks like 
&%,I 
C’=C-0, 
Qv,, C'l - 
0 Q[RQ-Z,, C'l 
W, DRI m2, C’l 
W'T-~2,W T[rT-Zz, C’l 
0 T[RT-~T, C’l_ 
11 
RQ-1, 
A= 12 
rT-z2 
RT-h 
(iii) Put 
R’=R-(Z,UrT)=(RQ-Z,)U(RT-r,), 
and note that A[R’, DR] = 0 as seen in (4.24). We claim that the submatrix 
A[R: “1 = Q[RQ - 11, C’l nR,_r,, C,] 
> 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
is of column-full rank, i.e., 
rank A[R’, C’] = IC’(. (4.26) 
To compute the rank of AIR’, C’] by Lemma 2.1, we consider p(R’, .I), J c C’. Since 
B(R’,J)=~~~~~[RQ-Z,,J]+~(RT-~T,J)-/J/, 
by the definition of a, and furthermore 
rank @RQ - II, J] = rank Q[RQ, DR U J] - IZt 1 
= rank Q[RQ, DR U .Z] - rank QIRQI DR], 
Y(RT-~T, J)=~(RT,D,UJ)-~(RT,D,), 
by the choice of It and the definition of Zr, we have 
This is nonnegative for VJc C’ since Jo DR UJ and DR EZ&R;~). Hence (4.26) 
follows from Lemma 2.1. 
Therefore there exists 1s CR’ such that 
(4.27) 
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(iv) We claim that Z=ZIUZ2UZ3 belongs to 3 of (3.2) 
DR C’=C-DR 
A[Z, C] = 
I, U 12 A [Zr U 12, DR] A [ZI U 12, C’] 
13 0 A [I,, C’l > 
and the diagonal submatrices are of row-full rank by (4.23) and (4.27), we imme- 
diately have 
rankA[Z,C] = III, 
and hence 
rankA[Z,C]=lZI. (4.28) 
On the other hand, since 
Since 
DR C’= C-DR 
A=R-R’ 
( 
&R-R: DR] A[R-R:Cf] 
R’ 0 A[R’, C’] > 
and A[R’, C’] is of column-full rank by (4.27), we see 
rank~=rank~[R-R’,DR]+~C’~=~Z,~+~Z2~+~Z3~=~ZI. 
Therefore we have 
rank A = 111. 
(4.28) and (4.29) show that ZE 55’. 
(v) Furthermore we claim that 
p(Z, DR) = min {p(Z, 4 1 J C C} . 
By the definitions of Zr and Z,, we have 
~(~,DR)=~(Z~UZ,,DR)=IJ~I+/Z*/-IDRI. 
We also have 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
min{p(Z, .Z)IJc C} = III - ICI 
from (4.28) and Lemma 2.1. Noting the relation 
IZ~I+IZ~I-IDRI=IZI-ICI 
due to (4.27), we establish (4.30). 
(vi) Since j E DR, (4.30) means that 
p(Z, DR) = min (p(Z, Z) 1 j E J L c> , 
i.e., DR E L(pI;j). The minimality of D, then implies that DR > D,, completing the 
proof, since DR c DI is already shown in (1). q 
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5. Conclusion 
Here we shall discuss some practical significance of the principal structure of an 
LM-matrix based on our result. 
As the first example, consider a linear programming problem in variables x= 
(xj ) j E C) with constraints expressed as 
Axsb. (5.1) 
Suppose the matrix A is an LM-matrix of column-full rank; for instance, A can be 
regarded as an LM-matrix when the constraints are classified into two groups, one 
with constant coefficients and the other with varying coefficients depending on 
parameters (see [5]). 
A basic solution x to (5.1) is found by choosing ZE .9??, where .% is defined as (3.2), 
and solving the system of equations 
A [Z, C]x = b [I], (5.2) 
where b[Z] is the subvector of b with components corresponding to I. The hier- 
archical dependence among the variables Xj with respect to this basic solution can 
be revealed by means of the CCF of A[Z, C]. The theorem enables us to interpret 
that the principal structure of A affords the hierarchy among the variables Xj which 
is invariant to the choice of the basic solutions to (5.1). From a computational point 
of view, the numerical solution to (5.2) can be found efficiently by way of the CCF 
of A[Z, C]; the whole system of equations is decomposed into smaller subsystems. 
In this respect the theorem says that the principal structure of A gives a tight lower 
bound on the decompositions thus obtained. 
As the second example, suppose an engineering system is described by a set of 
variables x = (Xj 1 j E C) subset to a system of nonlinear equations 
J;(x)=O, iER. (5.3) 
That is, a physical state of the engineering system is specified by a point x of the 
manifold (in a loose sense) described by (5.3). Let A = A(x) denote the Jacobian 
matrix of f(x) and assume that the nonzero entries of A are algebraically indepen- 
dent parameters and that A is of row-full rank. 
We are concerned with the case where 1 R ) < 1 C 1. If 1 C I- 1 R 1 variables (Xj 1 j E J), 
1 J I = ) C) - ) R / , such that the submatrix A [R, C - J] is nonsingular, are chosen and 
fixed, the remaining variables can be determined uniquely in general by (5.3). Such 
variables (Xj 1 j E J) are sometimes called the design variables. A set of design varia- 
bles can be regarded as a set of local coordinates of the manifold described by (5.3). 
For each choice of design variables x = (Xj I~EJ), the Dulmage-Mendelsohn 
decomposition [ 11 of A[R, C- J] determines a hierarchical dependence structure 
among the equations J; (i E R). By applying the theorem to A’, the transpose of A, 
and noting that the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition of A[R, C - J] agrees, in 
this case, with the CCF of its transpose, we may interpret that the principal structure 
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of AT expresses the hierarchy among the equations fi (in R) which is invariant 
under the choice of coordinate system of the manifold described by (5.3). 
From a computational point of view, it is advantageous to select design variables 
so that the system (5.3) of equations in the remaining dependent variables may 
decompose into smaller subproblems by suitably grouping the equations and the 
unknown variables. In this respect the theorem says that the principal structure of 
AT puts the best possible bound on the extent to which the whole system can be 
decomposed by a suitable choice of design variables. 
Finally we mention that the principal structure of an LM-matrix with respect to 
a subfield K can be found by an efficient algorithm using arithmetic operations only 
in K. 
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